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Abstract

A major step in Structural Health Monitoring is the extraction of damage sensitive
features that indicate the state of an observed structure in terms of structural alter-
ations. Research often concentrates on the localization of structural changes directly
based on modal residues. Another approach is the examination of updated Finite
Elements Models which represent the dynamic behavior of the monitored system.
Those procedures rely on dynamic structural measurements such as accelerations,
velocities or strains. Especially for the monitoring of large structures, the deter-
mination of damages or generally speaking positions of structural changes is still
strongly desired. Therefore approaches are favourable which are solely based on
dynamic measurements, robust calculations and independent from the extraction of
modal parameters. This article deals with an existing method for damage detection
and localization based on H∞ estimation theory and state projections (SP2E) (1). It
is tested on measured acceleration data, gathered on a benchmark structure at the
Los Alamos National Laboratories.This procedure is applied to the measurement
data, representing either the healthy reference state or several damage states. A
final step of the damage analysis is the execution of hypothesis tests. Special atten-
tion is paid to the robustness and stability of the method with respect to automatic
applications. The presented contribution represents a benchmark comparison of a
novel and rather unknown damage localization procedure which gives a baseline to
compare other methodologies.

1. Introduction

The increasing number of both slender large-scale and remote (civil) engineering
structures such as on- and off-shore wind turbines results in the need for robust,
effective and preferably automated Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) systems.
Concepts regarding SHM are generally structured in four or five subsequent levels
(2, 3). However, it should be emphasized that no systems have been realized which
cover the entire structure. Most SHM schemes focus on level 1 (damage detection)
and 2 (damage localization) (e.g. see (4)). They are often designed as model up-
dating strategies where physical numerical models are constructed and updated to
mimic the dynamic behaviour of the monitored structure (see e.g. (5)). Other widely
pursuit approaches are categorized as output only procedures which, unlike model
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updating strategies, are solely based on measured vibration data. With respect to
damage detection and localization, vibration based SHM strategies are often seen
as statistical pattern recognition problems. As in the present paper, the decision
whether and where a structural alternation occurred is made upon condition param-
eters (CP) or damage sensitive features, respectively. Those parameters are often
assessed in a training and testing phase to postulate and subsequently test statistical
hypothesis on the structural state of the monitored system.

This article elaborates on the recently introduced damage localization approach
by Lenzen and Vollmering (1), namely SP2E. The authors provide a strategy to au-
tomatically compute and evaluate the explained multivariate residuals with respect
to robustness and stability. They aim on setting a baseline for method comparison
by applying the proposed procedure on open source data.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1 System Identification

In the context of structural dynamics, the idea of system identification procedures
is to describe the dynamic behaviour of a system with a mathematical model. This
can be achieved in an a priori or a posteriori manner, by creating a numerical model
based on physical assumptions or realizing a certain model that is believed to repre-
sent the observed system under the consideration of measurement data. Throughout
this document, system identification is understood as an inverse problem (a poste-
riori modelling) which shall be briefly explained in this section.

We assume our observed system to be a stochastic linear time-invariant (LTI)
system which can be written as a state space model

x[k+1] = Ax[k] + w[k] (1a)

y[k] = Cx[k] + v[k] (1b)

It contains the system matrix A ∈ C
n×n and the output matrix C ∈ C

q×n. Where
y ∈ R

q×1 is the output vector. The indices n and q denote the number of states
and output channels. The system is affected by the stochastic process w ∈ R

n×1

that represent the ambient excitation e.g. wind, and a random measurement noise
v ∈ R

q×1. The vectors w and v are unknown but assumed to be weakly stationary,
white noise processes with zero mean and the covariance matrices

E = E

{(

wi[k]

vi[k]

)

(

wT
j[k] vT

j[k]

)

}

=

[

Q S
ST Rv

]

δij (2)

The goal is to identify the system matrices A and C which define the dynamics
of the observed structure. Therefore the authors advocate for the utilization of
the Covariance-Driven Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI-COV) (for details
see (6)). The method starts by stacking the output covariance matrices in a block
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Hankel matrix:

H =













Ry[1] Ry[2] · · · Ry[m]

Ry[2] Ry[3] · · · Ry[m+1]
...

...
...

...
Ry[l] Ry[l+1] · · · Ry[l+m−1]
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CA
· · ·
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T

[

G AG · · · Am−1G
]

(3)
H decomposes to an extended observability matrix O and extended controllability
matrix C which contain the state space matrices A, G and C. Those matrices can
also be used to reconstruct the covariance sequence.

2.2 H∞ Estimation Theory

From equation 1 we know that the measured system response is corrupted by the
noise process v. This disturbance however can be corrected using state estimation
techniques. Many of these exist, yet the classical approach would be the applica-
tion of Kalman filtering. Unfortunately, in the context of system identification this
procedure has major drawbacks. Among other disadvantages w and v are again
assumed to be weakly stationary, white noise processes with zero mean. Further,
no stable solution is guaranteed and stabilization might be required which causes
severe spectral alternations (see (1, 7, 8) and the citations therein).

That is why Lenzen and Vollmering present a strategy in (1) to design an H∞

estimator for stochastic system identification problems. For the sake of simplicity
the detailed theoretical background shall be left aside and the interested reader is
referred to the literature (1, 7, 8).

The goal is to minimizes an error function with respect to the measured structural
response y and its estimate ŷ by introducing the gain matrix Kp. This yields the
stationary estimator Π−1:

x̂[k+1|k] = Apx̂[k|k−1] + Kpy[k] (4a)

e[k] = −Cx̂[k|k−1] + y[k] (4b)

from which we can directly derive that

ŷ[k|k−1] = y[k] − e[k] (5)

Note that Ap = A − KpC. The subscript [k|k − 1] implies that the estimate {•̂} for
the time instance k is based upon the knowledge at k − 1 and therefore is a one step
ahead prediction.

To compute the gain matrix Kp for the construction of Π−1 one needs to solve
a discrete algebraic Riccati equation (DARE). This can be done equivalently to
Kalman filtering where the general solution of the DARE yields

P = APA∗ − (APĈ∗ + Ŝ)(ĈP Ĉ∗ + R̂)−1(APĈ∗ + Ŝ)∗ + Q (6)

with

Ĉ =

[

C
C

]

; R̂ =

[

Iq 0
0 −γ2Iq

]

; Ŝ =
[

0 0
]

(7)
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By choosing γ = 1, stability of the estimator Π−1 is guaranteed which emphasizes
the advantage of H∞ estimation theory for system identification problems.

Once the state covariance is computed, an estimator (ref. equation 4) can be
designed using the error covariance (7)

RHe = CPC∗ + Rv (8)

and the gain matrix
Kp,cen = (APC∗ ∗ S)R−1

He (9)

2.3 Robust Model Reduction

In section 2.1 we described the realization and identification of ambiently excited
systems, using measurement data of structural, dynamic responses only. The num-
ber of identified modes depend on the chosen model order n. However, one cannot
assume that a model of nth order directly represents the dynamics by n/2 modes
(note that the solutions of the eigenvalue problem are complex conjugated). Some
of them might be spurious due to the violation of initial assumptions or numerical
reasons. Therefore, an evaluation is performed by means of stabilization diagrams.
This time-consuming procedure is a classical engineering task, even though sev-
eral automation approaches exist (see e.g. (4, 9)). In the context of the presented
damage approach, one does not necessarily rely on system models that only refer to
physically evaluated modes. More importantly the following properties shall hold: 1.
stability for system theoretic correctness, 2. broad band singular value distribution
to holistically represent the observed frequency domain.

Especially the first property is of crucial importance which shall be briefly ex-
plained. Stability of an LTI system is guaranteed if the response of that system
to a bounded excitation has limited amplitudes over all time. This relation can be
assessed by recalling the eigenvalue factorization

A = XΛXT (10)

with the matrix X containing the eigenvectors for each corresponding eigenvalue
λi in the diagonal matrix Λ (10). Since λi ∈ C one gets λi = |λi| ejφ by applying
Euler’s formula. Substituting λi into 10 and 1, respectively, shows that the transfer
system of an LTI system must be stable if, and only if, all eigenvalues λi of A lay
within the unit circle (|λi| < 1).

Consequently, before applying H∞ estimation techniques, the identification re-
sults are evaluated in terms of the above stated criteria. This can be achieved
by checking the realization of A similar to classical stabilization diagrams for each
model order n. In Figure 1 an exemplary reduction plot is shown. In the context
of the presented structural damage assessment, a maximum model order nmax is
selected only once and shall not be changed during the damage analysis to allow
automation. Furthermore, it has to be mentioned that the damage detection and
localization was found to be more efficient when performing robust model reduction.
This behaviour however, shall not be documented within this article.
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Figure 1: Reduction plot: Stable modes (blue), unstable modes (red)

2.4 Computation of Power Residuals

The foundation of the damage analysis is laid by vector or matrix residuals for
each data set. Those are computed through the comparison of system models Π−1

i

(H∞ estimators) for potentially damaged and undamaged structures (see Fig. 2).
Here, the subscript i denotes the number of a model, representing a certain data
set. Lenzen and Vollmering thoroughly describe in (1) the calculation of a projection
based residue Rd,2[0] ∈ C

q×q. They also mention a slightly different and less enhanced
residual Rd[0] ∈ C

q×q that can be computed without the utilization of the so called
SP2E technique. Both matrices describe the variance of a difference process d. It is

H2

v

y2w
+

+

Π-1

Π-1
+

‒ 
d

1

2

e1

e2

Ω 

Figure 2: Transfer function Ω with inputs w and v and output d (1)

assumed that the virtual process d 6= 0 if structural change occurred. However, from
a signal processing point of view it is beneficial to rather analyze the variance of d.
The main diagonal of Rd,2[0] and Rd[0], respectively, corresponds to the average power
Pd,2[0] and Pd[0] of the difference process. Since y contains the structural response at
each measured position, d and Pd,2[0] or Pd[0], respectively, represent these locations
consequently. Thus, analyzing the average power yields the damage location(s).

As mentioned before, the theoretical background for the calculation of the residues
is given in (1). Roughly spoken, the variance computation of d is performed through
projections in the state space of the transfer system Ω which is displayed in Fig. 2.

2.5 Construction and Evaluation of Condition Parameters

Condition parameters (CP) or damage sensitive features, respectively, can be any
quantity computed from measurements (4, 3). Given the power residuals Pd,2[0] and
Pd[0] from section 2.4, condition parameters are defined as CP1,i and CP2,i referring
to each channel name i.

Within this article damage identification (detection & localization) is seen as a
two-step procedure. Consequently, in the proposed automated approach, each value
CP1/2,i is first evaluated in terms of damage detection. To do so, a hypothesis on
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the healthy state H0 of the observed structure has to be postulated first. Therefore,
the entire CP history for the undamaged state needs to be considered, since the
introduced CPs are not constant or even equal to zero for the undamaged case.
In case of H0 hypotheses rejection (damage detection), each CP1/2,i, corresponding
to the identified unhealthy data set, is analyzed relative to each other in order to
determine the damaged location.

The proposed procedure can be seen as a process of statistical pattern recognition
which includes a training and testing phase. In the presented investigation, all
available data sets are split into three parts. The first section is used to identify
a reference model Π−1

1 whereas the second part contains only data sets that are
measured from the undamaged structure. Together, they build the training data
set that is used to find reasonable boundaries or control limits, with respect to
the expected range of CP1/2,i values. The third part, the testing data, includes all
upcoming data sets (undamaged & damaged) that are gathered after the training
phase is completed. The concept is based on (4, 11) and the citations therein, where
Häckell discusses the evaluation process in a more holistic monitoring scheme.

During the training, one normally fits an assumed underlying probability density
p(CP ) as a continuous function of the observed CP1/2,i and finds the monotonically
increasing cumulative distribution function P (CP1/2,i) (CDF) by integration over
p(CP1/2,i):

P (CP1/2,i ≤ UCL) =

UCL
∫

−∞

p(CP1/2,i) dCP1/2,i (11)

The percentile P (CP1/2,i) ≤ UCL directly links the percentage of expected values
within the interval [−∞, UCL], were UCL denotes the upper control limit (UCL).
This range defines the healthy state H0 and values greater UCL are assumed to be
possibly damaged (H1 hypotheses). Without fitting a continuous function, the em-
pirical distribution function as a discrete representation of the unknown continuous
function can be applied to determine percentile values. Choosing a percentile value
of 100 percent for the empirical distribution function results in an UCL equal to the
maximum CP1/2,i observed within the training data.

3. Benchmark Application

3.1 Test Description

The structure investigated is a three-story bookshelf frame with an overall height
of approx. 1.5 m. The system was mounted on inflated isolators and excited ec-
centrically. Thereby bending as well as torsional modes could be excited. The
experiment was carried out by the Los Alamos National Laboratories and the col-
lected data sets were provided online. Also an extensive documentation was added,
describing the details of the experiment (for data sets and documentation visit:
http://www.lanl.gov/projects/national-security-education-center/engineering/ei-soft
ware-download). The dimension of the bookshelf structure, the floor layout and the
sensor equipment is shown in Figure 3. In total 24 accelerometers were attached
to each corner on every floor level. They were positioned at both the columns and
floor plates. Each signal consists of 8192 points at a sample frequency of 1600 Hz.
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Figure 3: Dimension of frame structure (left) and floor layout (right) (adapted from
documentation)

An overall amount of 270 data sets were gathered. However, for the investigations
in section 3.2 only the measurements listed in Table 1 were used. The researchers
applied several structural modifications over the time. The various damage cases
and scenarios are specified in Table 1 as well. The order of the measurements and
the corresponding damage cases can be reconstructed using the dates stated in each
file name. It was most probably intended to be as displayed in Figure 4. Given

L00 
(undam. 1)

L1C-DB0,
L1C-DBB

L3A-DB0,
L3A-DBB

L13-DB0,
L13-DBB

L1C-D10,
L1C-D05
L1C-DHT

L00 
(undam. 2)

L00 
(undam. 3)

L00 
(undam. 4)

L00 
(undam. 5)

Figure 4: Assumed order of experiment

that, a discrepancy was found regarding the cases L00 (undam. 3 and 4). Actu-
ally, after each damage case the reassembled test structure was observed again and
measurements collected. However, in case of L00 (undamaged 3 and 4) the data
refers to a time after the damage case L3A and before L13. Indeed, the data set of
L00 (undam. 4) should have been recorded before L1C. Unfortunately the reasons
for this discrepancy could not be found and the Los Alamos National Laboratories
could not clarify the situation either. Thus, despite the given file names, within
the present work the experiment’s order is assumed as shown in Figure 4. Another
uncertainty exists regarding the damage scenarios D05, D10 and DHT. Since no
information is given with respect to the initial torque of the bolts, these damages
can hardly be quantified.
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Table 1: Damage scenarios with description and number of data sets

Damage case1 Damage
scenario

Excitation
intensity

No. of
data sets

Data set
index

undamaged 1-52

L00

D00 8 V 10 1-50

damage L1C

DB03 8 V 5 51-55

DBB4 8 V 5 56-60

D055 8 V 10 61-70

D106 8 V 10 71-80

DHT7 8 V 10 81-90

damage L3A
DB03 8 V 5 91-95

DBB4 8 V 5 96-100

damage L13
DB03 8 V 5 101-105

DBB4 8 V 5 106-110

110

1 LXX is the damage location. L00: undamaged, L1C: damage on floor 1 and corner C, L3A:

damage on floor 3 and corner A, L13: combination of L1C and L3A
2 Undamaged 1 refers to the original state, undamaged 2-5 was recorded after the reassembly and

between each damage case.
3 Bolts were removed between brackets and plate.
4 Bracket was completely removed.
5 Bolts were left in at a hand tight torque.
6 The bolt’s torque value was 6.78 Nm.
7 The bolt’s torque value was 13.56 Nm.

3.2 System Identification and Damage Analysis

The damage assessment is based on identified system models using subspace meth-
ods (see section 2.1). As mentioned before, this step is carried out automatically.
Therefore a maximum model order nmax is chosen initially, based on the criteria
stated in section 2.3. Passing the automated system identification routine, every
system model is reduced to an actual model order nact. The resulting variance over
all data sets can be observed in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Model order history

For the sake of clarity, both the system and damage identification procedures
are carried out as a single reference approach. Therefore the reference model Π−1

1

is identified using the first time series recorded in the undamaged state (data set
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1). Subsequently, the residuals and CPs are computed for all L00 data sets (see
Figure 6). Note that for now only CP1 values are displayed. Among all undamaged
data sets, CP1 shows significantly lower values for the case L00 (undam. 1) . After
the first damage scenario was applied and the structure reassembled (L00 (undam.
2-5)), the CP’s mean value and variance over all locations per data set phenomeno-
logically increases. Assigning L00 (undam. 2-5) to the training or the testing data
set would complicate the interpretability and lead to a drastically decreased perfor-
mance. Obviously, the repairing of the structure does not recover the initial healthy
state (L00 (udam. 1)). A suspicious behaviour is observed for sensor 3BP, which
shows the lowest values of all locations for the case L00 (undam. 1) and the highest
for almost all remaining L00 data sets. To visualize the damage detection behaviour,
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undam.1 undam.2 undam.3 undam.4 undam.5

Figure 6: Absolute CP1,i for all undamaged data sets; training data sets 1-10 and
rejected data sets 11-50

each entry is normalized to it’s maximum value that is derived from the training
data set L00(undam.1). The control chart for the normalized CP1,i displays each
location as a separate line (see Figure 7). Thus, the ULC for each location related
CP entry CP1,i is equal to one. No value falls short of the UCL line, so that the
damage detection is properly realized for all testing data sets.

Figure 8 functions as a basis of interpretation of the localization results. Therein
the history of CP1,i is displayed. For the damage cases L1C(DB0,DBB and DHT)
and L3A(DBB) the maximum amplitude of CP1,1CC and CP1,3AC , respectively,
stands out clearly. Regarding the multi-location damage scenario L13(DBB), CP1,1CC

and CP1,3AC reach maximum amplitudes within each single data set. In contrast to
that, the CP stays low over all locations for L1C(D05, D10). Generally L1C(D10)
results in the lowest values over all damaged data sets. A localization comparison
of both CP1,i and CP2,i over all damage cases is given in Figure 9. Therein, it can
be easily seen that both CP1 and CP2 perform better if location 3BP is treated as
an outlier. Yet, both CPs localize perfectly in damage cases L1C(DB0,DBB and
DHT) and L3A(DBB). On the contrary, for L1C(D05) the damage location is not
found at all. Further, CP2 yields better results for L1C(D10) resulting in two of
ten correct hits. Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the amplitudes of all
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Figure 7: Testing phase (detection): Control chart for CP1,i; each displayed
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which results in a UCL of one (red solid line)

CP2,i as well as CP1,i are quite close to each other for L1C(D10) (see Figure 8). In
case of L3A(DB0), CP1 performs better than CP2 by four of five versus three of
five hits. Regarding the combined damage case L13(DB0), both CPs detect 1CC as
damaged location for all data sets, while for L13(DBB) 3AC dominates the damage
localization. The overall performance of CP1 and CP2 can be summarized as fol-
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L1C L1C L1C L1C L1C L3A L3A L13 L13
DB0 DBB D05 D10 DHT DB0 DBB DB0 DBB

Figure 8: Testing phase (localization): Distribution of CP1 for each testing data set;
maximum refers to damage position

lows. Using CP1 for the single-location damage cases, the localization was successful
on 58 percent (29/50) of the data sets. Equivalent results could be achieved under
consideration of CP2 resulting in a correct localization rate of 60 percent (30/50).
Regarding the combined damage case CP1 and CP2, this value increased to 65 per-
cent and 67 percent. Further, the model order variance does not seem to have an
impact on the detection or localization results.
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4. Conclusions

In the present article the recently introduced SP2E method by Lenzen and Vollmer-
ing was used to compute condition parameters for automated damage detection and
localization on an experimental bookshelf structure. Within this framework, robust
model reduction was carried out on numerical system models that were realized
using stochastic subspace identification. Thereby, effective damage identification
could been ensured by separately observing each location related CP entry which
led to successful detection of all damage scenarios. Regarding damage localization,
single positions were found in terms of maximum value tracking for most damage
scenarios.

Future research shall be dedicated to enhanced approaches for effective model
order selection. A single-reference approach for system and damage identification,
respectively, is most likely not satisfactory when it comes to SHM of complex en-
gineering structures under environmental and operational conditions. Therefore
multi-reference solutions should be pursuit.

The authors also urge the need for special metrics concerning the localization
of multiple damage positions. A possible solution could be a multi-variate outlier
analysis. Additionally, the relationship of the CP values per data set need to be con-
sidered. Introducing a weighting with respect to the overall power of the difference
process might be a valuable enhancement of the localization procedure.

The experimental application also highlighted the sensitivity of the applied me-
thod against outliers. The reasons for such events might vary from sensor faults to
numerical issues. The resulting false detections and wrong localization results could
be avoided by neglecting erroneous channels or using cross validation for proper
model selection.
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